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3 in Resonance members from left to right: Tabea Gregory, Leonie Mayer, Elise Tolan 
Phonemes : the spaces we hold

Just as a sound, seemingly unchanged, alters in tone when given a new container, so are we touched
by the spaces that hold us and the spaces we choose to hold.

Contained within bodies, within rooms, within borders..

..structures within structures limit, define and depending what we see – how we interpret what it is we are seeing – 
present us with a certain amount of space.  

In times of distance, we are given a new container, unfolding within itself an opportunity to redefine
how we experience the space between, within, and around us; and thus transform the ways in which
we attend to ourselves, to others, and to the environment.  

In holding space we offer space; space to receive, reflect and respond with what is true for each of us ; 
we offer space to contact dignity.

3 in Resonance, a vocal ensemble focused on embodied states of listening and communication, 
proposes an investigation of spatial presence as compass to navigate where dignity meets between 
voices.

In the piece « Phonemes », developed within the walls of a sculptural art piece by David 
Rabinowitch (exhibited at Situation Kunst in Bochum), it is through the voice, from one container 
to another, that each comes to inhabit, hold, extend, meet and connect notions of personal space to 
shared space, until all edges seem to breathe. 

Held by the sound as well as the silence.. 
 we are left to ponder the mystery that holds us all.. 

What is dignity when we no longer perceive ourselves as separate ?                                           CONTACT: Elise Tolan
And how might living in times of distance allow us to be touched through space ?                     danselavoix@gmail.com


